Fine Coulomb fission of liquid droplets charged to the Rayleigh limit is modeled, combining the theories for the flow-limited field-injection electrostatic spraying and the conventional electrostatic spraying. The model gives expressions for the current, flow rate, jet growth rate, and secondary droplet size in the fine Coulomb fission process. The model can explain the reported experimental results and completes the previous model on Coulomb fission.
Since the fine Coulomb fission process usually occurs by formation and breakup of two symmetric jets, we can consider just one of the two jets. Figure 3͑a͒ presents a schematic of the jet formation and breakup in the fine Coulomb fission, and Fig. 3͑b͒ shows an optical image of the single-jet FFESS. The same fundamental physical principles control the formation and breakup of both jets, so many of the relationships employed in the FFESS model can be applied here. 14 Experiments have shown that jet formation and breakup are relatively stable processes. 11 They will last for a short time period during which the jet remains in a quasisteady state, continuously breaking up into secondary droplets which may be assumed to be identical in size and charge content. Under this quasisteady state condition, we define a current I and a liquid flow rate Q as the local charge and liquid transport velocities, respectively, at the jet formation point. Both I and Q will then remain constant throughout the quasisteady state process. The current, flow rate, original jet radius r, and the secondary droplet radius R s are defined in Fig. 3͑a͒ .
It is reasonable and consistent with the experimental data and images 2,3 that we assume the primary droplet radius to be much larger than the jet radius. Starting from a charged Step 1, a spherical primary droplet charged to the Rayleigh limit.
Step 2, the primary droplet reforms into an ellipsoid.
Step 3, the primary droplet forms two symmetric sharp tips.
Step 4, two jets form out of the sharp tips.
Step 5, the jets break up into a large number of secondary droplets. ͑For clarity, only several magnified secondary droplets are shown here.͒ Step 6, the jets disappear after ejection of a significant percentage of charge but a negligible percentage of mass.
Step 7, the primary droplet reforms back into an ellipsoid.
Step 8, the primary droplet reforms back into a sphere, now charged well below the Rayleigh limit.
primary droplet, as shown in step 1 of Fig. 1 , the liquid surface with ever-present natural perturbations becomes unstable when sufficiently charged, forming a surface wave. The dispersion relation for such surface fluctuation is 15 2 
where and k are, respectively, the angular frequency and wave number of the surface fluctuations, T the surface tension, the mass density of the liquid, the permittivity, and the surface charge density. When ͑Tk − 2 / ͒ Ͻ 0, 2 Ͻ 0 so the surface becomes unstable. A local surface instability develops, and this portion of the liquid surface would keep growing outward and thinning, as shown in step 2 of Fig. 1 . The growth rate can be defined as ␣ = i.
In the case of fine Coulomb fission, the surface charges tend to accumulate toward the sharp tip due to the Coulombic forces. The resulting increased local surface charge density at the tip reduces the instability wavelength, and further sharpens the tip through positive feedback, as shown in step 3 of Fig .
͑2͒
The corresponding surface charge density and instability wavelength are
Equations ͑2͒-͑4͒ describe the jet formation conditions. In considering the development of instability at the sharp tip, the protrusion size may be approximated as half of the instability wavelength m , so that the local radius r is a quarter of the local instability wavelength, m,j =4r. Applying this assumption, we can derive
is very important because it shows that the current is determined completely by the liquid properties and is independent of the liquid flow rate. Now let us consider the breakup of the jet to form secondary droplets. As the jet extends outward, the surface area increases, so the local surface charge density of the jet decreases. Thus, when the surface tension force exceeds the Coulomb repulsion force, the end of the jet will break up into secondary droplets, as shown in step 5 of Fig. 1 . Using the procedures in Ref. 14 applying both mass and charge conservation conditions and using the Rayleigh limit condition, we obtain
.
͑6͒
The time duration for jet breakup may be assumed to be approximately equal to the reciprocal of the growth rate, 14 i.e., t break =1/␣ m,j . The volume V s of the resulting single droplet of radius R s is then obtained as
Combining Eqs. ͑2͒, ͑5͒, and ͑8͒, we can solve for the local surface charge density of the jet at its initial formation point on the primary droplet surface,
. ͑9͒
This j is the same as that in Eq. ͑3͒. Therefore, by equating Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑9͒ and using Eq. ͑5͒, we may determine the initial jet radius r,
Therefore, the instability wavelength at the formation point of the jet is m,j = 4r = ͩ Now we can calculate the secondary droplet size. From Eqs. ͑5͒, ͑6͒, and ͑10͒, we find that the initial jet radius r is directly proportional to the secondary droplet radius R s ,
Therefore, the secondary droplet radius is
͑14͒
Equations ͑5͒ and ͑14͒ are the most essential equations underlying the jet formation and breakup processes of the fine Coulomb fission. The local liquid flow rate which appears in Eq. ͑14͒ cannot easily be determined by the liquid properties alone; it depends on a I-Q relationship of the specific liquid. This is because the local charge and mass transport are related to each other in Coulomb fission: charge distribution causes the mass transport, and the mass transport carries part of the charge transport. However, charge conduction also plays an important role in the charge transport. Different I-Q relationships exist, some of which can be very complex. 16 As an example, let us consider the I-Q relationship provided by de la Mora, 13 i.e.,
where f͑ r ͒ is an empirical function, K is the electric conductivity, and r is the relative dielectric constant. We can now obtain the expression for Q as a function of material properties by applying Eq. ͑5͒,
where 0 is the vacuum permittivity. We can also obtain the final expression for R s as a function of material properties by applying Eq. ͑14͒,
͑17͒
With the condition of Eq. ͑15͒, the current is also given by Eq. ͑14͒ in Ref. 13 i.e.,
Comparing Eq. ͑5͒ with Eq. ͑18͒, we can see that the empirical function f͑ r ͒ defined in Refs. 13 and 17 is explicitly given as ͑3 6 r /2 6 ͒ 1/2 , according to our work. This relationship agrees with the experimental plot given in Fig. 11 of Ref. 17 . As a result, Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ may be rewritten as
Equations ͑19͒ and ͑20͒ agree well with the equations given by de la Mora et al. for Coulomb fission and for CES. 13 So far we have derived all the important relationships in fine Coulomb fission. Note that in general, these relationships should be scaling laws instead of exact equations. An interesting implication of the present model is that only one condition is necessary for the fine Coulomb fission to occur: the primary droplet size must be much larger than the jet radius or R p ӷ r, which is well satisfied in the reported experiments. Here, the value of r can be theoretically calculated using Eq. ͑10͒ ͑general case͒ or Eq. ͑20͒ ͓special case, using the I-Q relationship given by Eq. ͑15͔͒, and the constant coefficients can be experimentally determined. This modifies the fine fission condition given by de la Mora for the special case, where R p ӷ d m , and d m = ͓T 2 / ͑K 2 ͔͒ 1/3 was defined as the charge relaxation length. 13 Li et al. have found that this condition works qualitatively but not quantitatively, i.e., the occurrence of fine fission or rough fission could be related to the relative value of d m , but they observed fine fission in the cases where R p was comparable to or even smaller than d m . 10 This discrepancy could possibly be resolved in the present model since for the fine fission condition R p ӷ r, r is proportional to d m in the special case but has an additional constant coefficient, as given by Eq. ͑20͒. A more general calculation of r should use Eq. ͑10͒, where other I-Q relationships could be applied, as analyzed in detail by Ganan-Calvo et al. 16 To summarize, a model of the fine Coulomb fission has been proposed. Expressions for primary physical quantities in Coulomb fission were derived, including those for the current, initial jet radius, and secondary droplet size. The present model is in good agreement with the recent experimental results and complies with the previous models but is more general and complete. Because of the similarity of Coulomb fission and CES, the model can also be applied to CES. In conclusion, the present work provides useful foundation for further study of Coulomb fission, CES, and FFESS, both theoretical and experimental. 
